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Abstract. A probabilistic automaton (PA) which accepts a language with e-isolated cut point 4 
corresponds to a PA which computes with ($- e) bounded error probability. Let P(L, e) be the 
minimal number of states of a PA necessary for accep&g a language L with e-isolated cut point 
f. It is shown that there are languages t”, 1~ k COO and an infinite sequence of numbers 
O<e,<e,< l l l C$ such that for all ia 1, P (Lk, ei)/P(tk, et+,)+0 when k+a. It is also shown 
that the probabilistic recognition of the language Wk is more effective than that of the Lk. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of probabilistic automata, or shortly PA, was introduced by Rabin 
[4]. A PA which accepts a language with e-isolated cut point f corresponds to a PA 
which computes with ($- e) bounded error probability. Rabin [4] proved that PAS 
with isolated cut point can accept only regular languages, i.e., can do no more than 
deterministic automata (shortly DA). But as PAS compute with some error probabil- 
ity, it is expected that PAS require a smaller number of states than any DA recognizing 
the same language. 
For several Ian 7~ ages there exist PAS recognizing these languages with an isolated 
cut point and these PAS require a smaller number of states than any DA recognizing 
these languages [ 1,4]. The examples of languages for which PAS do not have such 
advantages were given in [3]. 
From 133 it also follows that there are languages with the following properties: 
the number of states of PAS recognizing them does not depend on the value of 
isolation of the cut point. 
In this paper we present a sequence of languages. For any PA recognizing these 
Isnguages, the number of states strongly depends on the degree of isolation of the 
cut point. In addition we demonstrate two examples of languages with the following 
properiies: 
(i) the deterministic omplexity of these languages (the number of states of the 
minimal automaton accepting them) is “nearly” the same; 
(ii) the probabilistic complexity of these languages is rather different. 
e set of all words, including the em 
denoted by X*. Subsets of X* are referred to as languages over X. The length of 
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a word of is denoted by 1~1. The set of subsets of a finite set Q is denoted sy 2q 
and the number of elements of Q by 101. The sets e;f all words over 
Ed and d are denoted by X”” and Xd respectively. Let {an} and 
sequences of numbers. a,, - < b, denotes that there are constants no a 
that a,, G cb, for all a 3 n3. 
In this paper a finite deterministic automaton over the alphabet 
A = W, S, so, 4 F), 
where S is a finite nones;lpty set of internal states, sOe S is the initial state, F G S 
(set of final states), and 6 : S x X 9 S is the transition function. A word v over an 
alphabet X is accepted by A if and only if S(sO, v) E E The language L accepted 
by A consists of all words accepted by A. L is called a regular language. Let D(L) 
denote the number of states of the minimal deterministic automaton accepting the 
regular language L. 
A probabilistic automaton is given by a list 
where S is the ordered finite set of states, m is the initial state-distribution vector, 
FG S (set of final states), 9 an IS]-dimensional c&u.nn whose ith component is 
equal to 1 if Si E F, and 0 if si L F. for each x E X, M(;K) is a stochastic IS] x ISi matrix 
‘whose component m@(x) is the transition probability of B moving from state Si to 
state Sj when tie input symbol is x For each word v E X*, v = x1x2. . x,,, we define 
Mb) = MWM(x2) . . . M(x,), m(v) = wM(v), 9(v) = M(v)& 
We define the function p : X* + [0, l] in the following way: for v E X*, p(v) = m(v)& 
The set of words {v E X*: p(v) > $} is called the language accepted by PA B with 
cut point 3. Cut point 5 is said to be e-isolated, 0 < e G $, if, for all words v E X*, 
p(v))-!+e or p(v)+e 
holds. A PA which accepts languages with e-isolated cut point 3 corresponds to a 
PA which computes with ($- e) bounded error probability (see, for example, 163). 
We have the following properties from the above definitions. 
Let Lc, * be an arbitrary regular language, and let e,, e2 be numbers uch that 
e,<e2, el, e2E(0,i]. Then 
holds, where P( L, e), for an e E (0, $1, is the nrinimal number of states of PA necessary 
for accepting the language L. 
We define bin(r) as an integer corresponding to a binary word r~ X*. Let 
II rll = bin(r) + 1. Eet k a 2 be an even number and let n = 2k + k throughout the paper. 
Let L&C X” denote the language {VEX”: v = ur, lul=2“, Irl = k and the llrljth 
letter of the word u equals I}. Eet n denote the language (u E X”: v = 
ww, f WI = fn}. 
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.I. (i) D( Lk) > 2”/n. 
(ii) D( Wk) B 2”12. 
0 i: e deterministic automaton has to remember all the words U. Therefore, 
D(Lk)a22k>2nf~ 
(ii): The deterministic automaton has to remember all words IV. Therefore, 
D( Wk)a2”‘2. Cl 
theorems are the results of this paper. These theorems compare 
the deterministic omplexity of Lk and Wk with the probabilistic complexiq of 
these languages. 
2.2. For arbitrary e E (0,:) 
P(Lk, e)<n(2”/n)fC’), 
where f(e)=&l/(2e+l). 
Theorem 2.S. For arbitrary e E [f , f) it holds that 
I?( Lk, e) % (27 n)r-h(2e), 
where h(2e) = -2e log2(2e) - (1 -2e)log2(l -2e). 
Theorem 2.4. There exists an injinite sequence of numbers 0< e, c e2 c 9 l 9 c $ such 
that, for each i 2 1, 
p(Lk, ei)
P(Lk, ei+l) 
+o 
, when k-,m. 
Proof” The proof of Theorem 2.4 results from the statements of Theorems 2.2, 2.3 
and the following properties of the fkctions f(e) and g(e) = 1 - h(2e): 
(i) for each e E [$, 1) it holds that g(e) s f (e). 
(ii) for each e E [i, 3) there exists an e’, ek ($, $) such that e c e’ and f(e) c 
de’)* 0 
Theorem 2.5. For arbitrary e E (0,s) 
P( W”, e) < n4/log2n. 
From Theorem 2.1 we have that both the languages Lk and are of expcnential 
deterministic omplexity. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 we have that the probabilistic 
complexity of these languages i  quite di@erent, one being exponential and the other 
polynomial respectively. The question arises why for some languages PAS are much 
more effective than for others? The case of finite automata is a particular one of 
the general problem [7]. Why are probabilistic algorithms more effective sometimes? 
Automata seem to be the most convenient model of algorithms for the investigation 
of such effects. 
]Let N=2&. R>l divides N and t= 
numbers and .&=((i-l)R+l,...,iR}, l<Q’s 
subset of Lk consisting of all words t, = ur su 
L*$j L;. 
i=l 
Let &{1,2,.*., t}. We construct he deterministic autom n AP abating L: 8s 
follows. For each input o = UP (u = x,x2. I 
j, je J\.&, such that Xj = 1 and the word r. 
is a j such that j = 11~11; 
Ai = (X, Si, & sk F$, 
where Sj = { 4) v $ u S:; 
sf = {(c, 2, , i): 0 S c < N, Z E 2J’4)I 
read from u, Z indicates the occurrences of 
S~=((N,21,r,i):ZE2”~~, rEXsk}; 
$6 = (0,9,9, i) is the initial state, Fi = {( 5 r, i): IPI = k I! rll E 2). The transition 
function & : Si x + Si is described by the following rules: 
(i) if si = q, then s_ x+ s”; 
(ii) if si = k Z, 8, 0, then 
ia) :fc+lEJ~, then s’,x+(c+l,&@,i); 
(1%) if c+ 1 E 3\.&, then 
s”, O+ (c+I, Z9 8, i), 
si3 I-, (c+ 1, z 2 (c+ I), 
(iii) if s’ = (AI, 2, r, i), timen 
(a) if IPI< S then si9 x + ( M, q m, i); 
ib) if IPI= t$, then si, x-, q. 
1 S$ + 1. Hence, 
2”-R+2N-R(2k+‘-1)+l~3N2N-R. 0 
l Let e=f-l/(t+l). 
P(Lk, e) s i I&l- 
i= 1 
inistic automata ccepting the languages 
tomaton B accepting Lk wit 
hoose i from 1,2, . . . , t ramkmly; 
read x,; 
if Ai accepts the input v accept 
else accept with probability q = l/(t+ 1); 
end. 
We show that B accepts the language Lk with e-isoEated cut point 4. 
(i) If vELk,thenp(v)=l-(I-q)/t. 
(ii) If v E X”\L’, the 
(iii) If v e X”, then p(v) =b. 
Hence, 
e=min{l-(1-q)/t-f,~-q,~}=&4/(t+l). q 
hmma 3.3. For arbitrary e E (0, $) it holds that 
p( Lk, e) < n(2”/ n)(3/2-*~(2e+1)~_ 
f. Let k > 1 be large enough such that, for N = 2’, 
z= [tog2(N(l-2e)/(l+2e))lN. 
Let R = 2’, t = N/R It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
P(Lk, e)S3tN2N-R s (&( 1+2e)/(l- 2e)) N2N(3’2-1/(2e+*J) 
e n(2n/n)(3/*-l/(2e+l)) 
cl 
In this part we use the combinatorial method which is used in [5]. 
Let probabilistic automaton B accept he language Lk with e-isolated cut point 
i* Let u, f E *, s E S (S is the set of states of automaton 
dbr) = C m(uMW~), 
.WES 
where m,(u) is the probability that is in state s after re 
probability that B accepts P when started in s. 
. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that 
d(w)= PO4 
if t(rE Lk, 
1 -p(w) if urtt LA 
As $ is an e-isolated cut point for automaton B, d( ur) 2 a+ e. t3 
We define 
gk(u, s) =I{PE X”: d,(r/u)+ 
for all uEX*, sfS 
Suppose that, for some u E X* and all s E S, gk(u, s) > IX”l( l -2e) holds. 
Then we have 
Ixkl(q+eW C d(w) = C C m,(u)d,(r/u) 
K-:X& reXk scs 
= c ms(u)(lXkl -“&k(& s)) 
SES 
< C m,(u)(lXkl -tlxkl<l -W 
ses 
is contradicts t
rll denotes t al integer such 
e previous lemma says that for all 
erefore, we have 
N = u Y(s)* 
WiS 
N there is an s E 
or 
ISI 3 X N/maxly( s)l. 
SES 
Further we show that for every s E S 
]y( s)] G zP(*=). 
Arrange arbitrarily all words from Xk. For all words u E XN, s E S, define 
of 0 and 1 as follows: 
@(U) = 
1 if Uri E L&, where ri E X”, 
0 otherwise; 
4(S) = 
1 if lBs(tj)a3, 
0 otherwise. 
Note that if u E y(s), then a( ifEers from b(s) in not more than T positions, and 
that, for u, U’E X”, u # u’ implies a(u) # a(d). 
So Iy(s)l is no more than the number of N-tup- 16~ consisting of 0 and 1 differing 
from b(s) in not more than T position. Note that, for every N-tuple, the number 
of IV-tuples which are different from this N-tuple in no more than T positions is 
EL0 (7). From the above we have 
As TINS 1-2e<& h( T/N) G h(l -2e) = h(2e), we obtain (see, for example, [S]) 
7) s 2Nh(r’Nkp-)* 
From (3) and (4) we get 
ISI a 2”/2 Nh(2e) = 22’L(l-Wd)_ 
the statement of Lemma 4.3 ho1 acceptin ‘, we obtai 
(Lk, e) a 22k(1-W=)) > (2nfn)(l-“@e)), 
94 F.M. Ablp 
Of 
Let 1 I [ denote the minimal integer such that Is 1 I [. Let Q( 1) be the set of all 
primes in the set { 1,2, . . . , 2110gz1f}, O(I) = { pl, ~2, . . .}, and let Q(Z) = IO( l)l. For 
2, H, 0s 2, H s 2”, let O( 1, & H) be the maximal subset of O(l), Q( 1, & H) = 
(4119 Q2, l l l } such that 
Z = H(mod ql) 
Z = W(mod q2) 
. . 
Let G(1, n) =.maxlO(l, Z, H)I for all 2 # H, OS 2, IQ S 2”. 
(Freivald [2]). For each A > 0 there exists an integer ,uch that 
lim G(ci’s n, < A 
h-m Q(cn) ’ 
It is known in number theory that 
Q(m) S n/log2 n. (5) 
3. Letp a 1 be an integer, uE X*, x E X, 11 u II= z(mod p), 11 uxll= z’(mod p). 
T4ren _z’ = (22 + x)(mod p). 
f. 
Let, 
where 
Evident. El 
for S{1,2,..., Q( cn)}, Wf c X” consist of all words r.~ =uw such that 
bin(u) = bin( w)(mod pi), 
pi E 0( en). 
We construct he deterministic automaton Ai accepting Wf as follows 
Ai = (X, Si, Si, S& I$), 
where 
Si = {q}u {(a, b, d, i): a, b E (0, 1,2, . . . , pi - l}, d E (0, 1, . . . , n}}, 
sh = (0, 0, 0, i), 
Fi = {(a, a, RI, i): a E (0, 1, . . . , pi - 1)). 
e transition function $ : Si x X + Si is defined as follows: if s = (a, b, d, i), then 
I, b, d + 1, i), w ere a’ = (2a + x)(mod pi); 
ere b’=(2a+x)( 
works as desire 
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3. S&n? 
f. Evident. 0 
95 
. For arbitrary e > 0 there exists a constant c su 
l P(VVk,e)~Q~‘~SJ. 
i=l 
proof, Let 4, A2,. . l 9 &cn) be finite deterministic automata accepting the 
:, w;, . . . t W&“) respectively. The PA B accepting W’ with e-isolated 
cut point $ consists of automata A,, A2,. . . , AQ(,). We now suppose t, = x,x2 . . . x,,, 
to be a nonempty word in X*. The llowing program is a description of B. 
begin 
choose i from 1,2, . . . , Q(cn) randomly; 
simulate Ai on input U; 
if Ai accepts u then accept; 
else reject; 
end. 
From Lemma 5.1 it follows that PA B accepts the language Wk with e-isolated 
cut point 3. From the construction of PA B the statement of the lemma follows. Cl 
From (5) and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 it 110~s that, for arbitrary e E (0, !), P( W”, e) =G 
n4/log2n, which proves Theorem 2.5. 
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